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Abstract
Using the media industry studies approach, this article provides a history of the
industrial discourses surrounding Netflix’s audience data. From Netflix’s entry into the
streaming market in 2007 until late-2018, the company did not publicize information
about viewership. During this time, executives’ public discussions of proprietary data
are understood in relation to multiple organizational goals: differentiating the streaming
platform from the traditional television industry, denigrating traditional television industry
practices, and deflecting criticism. In late-2018, the company began selectively publishing
viewership numbers for a small number of original titles to highlight the popularity of
the platform’s original content. Although the company maintains its anti-transparency
policies, the shift toward selective data releases has significant implications regarding
Netflix’s relationship with the traditional television industry. This analysis concludes with
a discussion of streaming audience data that situates in the emerging realities of ‘popular’
television in the context the medium’s broader transformations and continuities.
Keywords
media industries, Netflix, platforms, streaming, television, video on-demand

Introduction
With more than 200 million subscribers in more than 190 countries, Netflix is the largest
subscription video on-demand platform in the world. Yet, in television’s streaming age,
the notion of popularity has become increasingly ambiguous. On one hand, platforms
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like Netflix collect and analyze audience data with detail and precision that was unimaginable 20 years ago (Hallinan and Striphas, 2016). On the other hand, these subscribersupported platforms have little economic incentive to publicize their audience data (Lotz,
2017). This juxtaposition of advanced data capabilities with strict anti-transparency policies is frustrating for industry observers and media scholars alike. However, the conditions that produce this juxtaposition remain fluid. Television is (and always has been) a
medium in transition (Uricchio, 2008). Beginning with this recognition, this research
uses a variety of publicly available secondary materials to construct a history of the
industrial discourses surrounding Netflix’s audience data.
The analysis starts with a brief discussion of the significance of audience data for US
commercial television, some background regarding Netflix’s relationship to traditional
television networks, and a description of the media industry studies methods employed in
this research. The following sections detail Netflix’s public discourse related to its own
audience data and television audience data more generally. Between 2007 and 2018, the
company enacted strict anti-transparency policies. As a result, executives were often
asked to comment on audience data that would not be released. This public discourse
about proprietary data provided Netflix opportunities to differentiate itself from its linear
competitors, explicitly criticize traditional industry practice, and deflect criticism about
programming decisions. In 2019, however, the platform began releasing viewership data
for a very limited number of ‘Netflix original’ titles. The public discussions related to
these selective data releases primarily highlight the popularity of the platform’s original
content which differs from earlier discourses that served a variety of organizational goals.
Although the release of any audience data is a significant departure, Netflix’s longstanding refusal to comment on viewers’ geographic location and its unwillingness to
publicize data for most of its content library reflects the reality that anti-transparency
policies are still very much the norm. Yet, in contrast to the company’s preferred image
of itself as a revolutionary force in television, the shift from using public discussions of
audience data to position itself outside of and superior to traditional networks to using
audience data as proof of popularity is unmistakably a shift toward traditional industry
practice. Nonetheless, Netflix’s ongoing resistance to transparency alongside the lack of
comparative metrics for both traditional networks and other video streaming services has
made it increasingly difficult to define popular television. Ultimately, then, whatever
shared sense of collective audience-hood was discursively produced by widely accepted
albeit thoroughly flawed ratings systems like Nielsen is being replaced by the industrial
discourses associated with black-box audience data within which claims of popularity
and cultural significance cannot be substantively challenged.

Audience measurement and the television industry
Historically, ratings have been centrally important for the American commercial television industry. These ratings, produced by the supposedly independent Nielsen Company,
function as currency in the economic transactions between advertisers and networks.
Derived from viewing data collected from a ‘statistically representative’ sample of
households using a variety of methods including time diaries and monitoring devices
known as ‘people meters’, Nielsen ratings establish the cost of advertising spots during
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a given program or time of day on a given network. Rather than reflecting actual numbers of viewers, however, ratings ‘function as a social-discursive-economic convention,
a streamlined currency that suits the needs and interests of various factions of the television industry’ (Hessler, 2021: 3). In his seminal analysis of television executives during
the network era, Gitlin (1983) notes that virtually all industry activity was oriented
toward producing ratings success. Even as the growth of cable and satellite television
increasingly led to the pursuit of niche rather than general audiences, Nielsen ratings
remained the central metric of success in a rapidly changing industry.
The only segment of the US commercial television industry less beholden to the ratings system is premium cable. Subscriber-supported networks like HBO and Showtime
do not feature traditional commercial advertising. Instead, they generate revenue from
viewers who pay an additional monthly fee (a premium) for access to these channels and
from carriage fees paid by pay-television providers for the right to include these channels
in their bundle. As a result, the definitions of success associated with these networks are
largely divorced from the ratings system and advertising revenue. Instead, success is
typically conceptualized in more abstract notions like critical acclaim, ‘buzz’, and ‘quality’. The network most closely associated with such alternative discourses of success is
HBO which introduced its famous marketing slogan ‘It’s Not TV’ in 1996. Since then,
the network has cultivated a brand identity as the home of quality television that drew on
a wide range of its programming but was primarily centered on the shift toward producing adult, edgy, authored, and high-budget original drama series. While HBO’s brand
was initially constructed through the promotional efforts of the network itself, and then
increasingly depended on signature shows to stand in for the network, it also increasingly
relied on critical acclaim and industry awards to support its claim to be the home for
creative talent. As scholars have noted, however, HBO’s marketing strategy relies upon
the long-standing marginalization of television and its audiences (McCabe and Akass,
2007). HBO is not only different from traditional television; it is superior to traditional
television. Specifically, the network invokes the rhetoric of ‘quality TV’ to assert the
medium’s progress and place it in the same cultural category as cinema or literature. This
rhetoric has been very effective. Original series produced by premium cable networks
have accrued more prestige that any other type of programming in the post-network era
and helped redefine successful television in cultural and commercial terms.
Once it started producing original series in 2011, Netflix largely followed HBO’s
model to establish its brand identity. For example, the company uses the discourse of
quality TV in relation to technological progress and emerging modes of audience engagement. In working to define its ‘programming against traditional television’, Tryon (2015)
argues that Netflix echoes HBO branding strategies by reconceptualizing ‘streaming as
a more engaging form of television, one that exists on a technological and cultural cutting edge’ (106). Yet, however much Netflix relies on the discourses premium cable
networks traditionally used to distance themselves from advertiser-supported networks,
streaming technology places the service outside of the traditional television industry in
ways that were simply not available to HBO or Showtime. In particular, the company
often emphasizes binge-viewing as a mode of audience behavior that improves upon
traditional television’s liveness and linear scheduling. Given the moral hazards historically associated with television and the contemporary moral panics associated with
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binge-viewing (De Keere et al., 2021), Netflix has much to gain through its association
with binge-able programming.
As a distributor of television content with no need for traditional television distribution systems, Netflix’s decision to move into original programming brought them into
direct competition with both subscriber- and advertiser-supported networks. Although
founder and CEO Reed Hastings explained the company’s original programming strategy in terms of economic efficiency (Hastings and Wells, 2012), other executives were
more transparent about the company’s competitive intentions. In a 2013 interview with
GQ magazine, then-chief content officer now-co-CEO Ted Sarandos asserted that
Netflix’s primary goal was ‘to become HBO faster than HBO can become us’ (Hass,
2013). This organizational strategy was confirmed later that year when the company
released a document titled ‘Netflix Long Term View’ which began with the statement,
‘Over the coming decades and across the world, Internet TV will replace linear TV’
(Netflix, 2013a). Previous scholarship argues that Netflix’s approach to industry practice
is usefully understood through the prism of the company’s competition with traditional
networks. Regarding the policy of refusing requests to include other network’s promotional branding when subscribers watch licensed content, for example, Wayne (2018)
notes that the platform’s user interface obscured other television brands to better position
the service as the audience’s primary point of identification (735). Similarly, Netflix’s
application of the label ‘original’ to the content distributed by the platform is much more
liberal than traditional television networks. As Lotz and Havens (2016) note, much of
what Netflix promotes as original is more accurately described as exclusive in a particular market. Building on such scholarship, this article examines Netflix’s public discussions of audience data and ratings in the context of these competitive dynamics.

Methods
To understand the industrial discourses related to proprietary streaming audience data,
this research examines a variety of publicly available secondary data from sources including trade press articles, press releases, trade and popular press interviews, videos of industry roundtables, promotional appearances, and more than 10 years of Netflix’s quarterly
earnings call transcripts and letters to shareholders (2010–2020). Regarding trade publications, searches for material related to Netflix’s discussion of audience data were conducted in prominent outlets such as Variety, The Hollywood Reporter, Deadline, and The
Wrap. Although media industry trade publications and materials are a commonly used
data source in media and communication research (Kosterich and Napoli, 2016), the use
of these sources is hardly straightforward. As many scholars note, it is necessary to
approach trade press material critically and to be cognizant of the inherent limitations
associated with such data (Lotz, 2018; Perren, 2015). Nonetheless, in conjunction with
other materials, the trade press offers substantive insight into industry dynamics and provides useful perspectives regarding the development of institutional processes.
Given this focus on audience data and related issues in the context of streaming industry discourse, a variety of marketing materials produced by Netflix have not been
included in this analysis. Between 2015 and 2017, for example, the company introduced
multiple marketing campaigns that included data-like audience numbers to bolster its
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image as a provider of highly desired content. In September 2015, for example, a Netflix
press release accompanied by infographics proclaimed that the service knew precisely
how many episodes of a given show a subscriber needed to watch before they became
‘hooked’ on that show (Netflix, 2015). The campaign included video promos featuring
well-known television personality Bill Nye the Science Guy attesting to the scientific
nature of Netflix’s methodology and the addictive properties of its programming. As
industry observers quickly noted, however, the presentation of ‘data’ was fundamentally
misleading as the marketing materials made no distinction between hugely popular
shows like The Walking Dead (2010-) and critically acclaimed shows with niche audiences like Mad Men (2007–2015) (Van Der Werff, 2015). In the following years, similar
campaigns used data-like numbers to promote various forms of streaming enabled consumption including the ‘binge scale’, ‘Netflix cheating’, and ‘binge racing’ (Netflix,
2016, 2017a, 2017b). As there was little industry discourse related to the marketing campaigns structured around such data-like numbers, this material is not addressed here.
Netflix’s various other public uses of data, like the use of social media data examined by
McNutt (2020), are not addressed in this analysis for the same reasons.
To analyze the collected data, this research employs the methodological approach variously described as media historiography, media industry studies, or trade press analysis
(Corrigan, 2018; Lotz, 2018; Perren, 2015). This approach uses elements of the production
culture (Caldwell, 2008) perspective to examine common meanings and values expressed
by media executives. In addition to the use of trade press analysis as a means to access
general television industry discourse, this analysis also follows Burroughs’ (2019) approach
to understanding Netflix’s particular articulation of streaming discourse. In combining
industry and discourse analysis, Burroughs uses notions of streaming to highlight moments
of continuity and rupture characteristic of the ongoing negotiations between new and old
media. In a similar fashion, this analysis identifies significant themes within Netflix executives’ public discussions of audience data and television ratings.
The findings generated by this analysis are presented in two sections. The first section
addresses the time from Netflix’s entry into the streaming market in 2007 until late-2018
when the only official information about the platform’s audience was the number of
domestic (U.S.) subscribers and the number of global subscribers (after 2010) released
each fiscal quarter. During this period, executives simply declined to discuss the characteristics of the service’s subscribers or their viewing behaviors. When asked about the
viewership for House of Cards (2013–2018), Netflix’s most successful early original
series, Sarandos characteristically responded, ‘We’ve said publicly, and we’ll continue to
say publicly, that we are not releasing viewing numbers’ (Netflix, 2013b). According to
multiple trade press reports, secrecy was also internal practice as this information was
withheld from high profile showrunners. Yet, it is precisely in the context of such strict
anti-transparency policies that Netflix’s public discourses about viewership and ratings
take on increased significance. They provide a window into the platform’s view of itself
and its relations with the television industry.
The second section examines Netflix’s public discussions of audience data between late2018 and mid-2020. During this period, the company selectively published viewership numbers for a small number of original titles while executives promised more transparency. The
incorporation of selective data releases into Netflix’s broader anti-transparency policy has
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multiple implications. In one sense, efforts to demonstrate popularity with audience data is
a traditional industry practice. In another sense, however, Netflix’s use of non-standard
viewership metrics reflects the distance between the world’s most popular video streaming
service and the US commercial television industry. This article concludes with a consideration of streaming audience data in relation to the emerging realities of ‘popular’ television.

Anti-transparency data policy and the practice of discussing
without releasing
Prior to 2019, Netflix’s discussions of audience data can be understood in relation to
three overlapping organizational goals: to differentiate the service from the traditional
television industry, to denigrate traditional television industry practices, and to deflect
criticism. First, when discussing audience data, Netflix executives frequently distinguish
the service from traditional networks with claims that some industry norm is ‘irrelevant’
or ‘insignificant’ in the context of streaming television. When addressing ratings, for
example, executives consistently state that traditional metrics of success are incompatible with the company’s subscriber-supported model. Discussing the platform’s antitransparency policies in 2014, Sarandos said, ‘We don’t plan on releasing ratings since
it’s irrelevant to us, we don’t sell advertising, we don’t negotiate carriage fees, there’s no
reason for us to give a specific number of how shows are performing’ (Quintanilla,
2014). Sarandos also differentiates Netflix from networks with regards to the importance
of traditionally valued audience segments. He explained, ‘Eighteen-to-forty-nine-yearold viewing is so insignificant to us. I can’t even tell you how many eighteen-to-fortynine members we have. We don’t track them. It’s an advertising-driven demographic that
means nothing to us’ (Villarreal, 2016). These comments are part of the company’s
broader efforts to redefine the characteristics of successful television series in the context
of transnational platforms and global audiences.
Netflix’s data capabilities further differentiate the service from traditional television.
Rather than relying on demographic data generated by audience samples, digital technology allows the company to collect behavioral data for all subscribers’ activities on the
platform. According to Sarandos, ‘With streaming, we have insight into every second of
the viewing experience. I know what you have tried and what you have turned off. I
know at what point you turned it off. It’s very sophisticated’ (Sarandos, 2012). This data
allows Netflix executives to claim that the company ‘knows’ the audience in ways traditional networks do not. Discussing the relationship between the platform’s data capabilities and the company’s programming decisions, Cindy Holland, former vice president of
Original Series, claims that Netflix targets content to specific ‘taste communities’ rather
than demographic groups (Lynch, 2018). As a result, the service differs from traditional
networks as Netflix executives like Holland ‘program to suit [the audience’s] tastes’
rather than their own as she implies other executives do.
It should be noted, however, that Netflix’s discourse regarding the relationship between
audience data and executive programming decisions has changed over time. For example,
in 2012, executives framed the multi-season commitment to House of Cards as a datadriven decision. According to then-Chief Communications Officer Jonathan Friedland
(who was fired in 2018 for his repeated use of racially insensitive language in the
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workplace), the heavy upfront investment in the Kevin Spacey led political drama was
justified by the platform’s audience data. He explained, ‘We know what people watch on
Netflix and we’re able with a high degree of confidence to understand how big a likely
audience is for a given show based on people’s viewing habits’ (Baldwin, 2012). By 2015,
however, executives were openly acknowledging the limits of data-driven programming.
At the Sundance Film Festival that year, Sarandos explained to media scholar Tim Wu that
Netflix’s programming decisions were made based on both data and industry experience.
The executive explained, ‘In practice, it’s probably a seventy-thirty mix. Seventy is the
data, and thirty is judgment. But the thirty needs to be on top, if that makes sense’ (Wu,
2015). This shift away from data-driven decision making continued and, in 2019, Sarandos
was quite explicit about the limited value of audience data. Regarding the choice to green
light some shows and not others, he said, ‘The data doesn’t help you on anything in that
process. Picking content and working with the creative community is a very human function’ (Hayes, 2019). Although the company’s framing of its programming decisions
became more traditional in recent years, public discussions of audience data do not always
differentiate the company from its network competitors in neutral terms.
Second, Netflix executives use discussions of viewership and ratings to explicitly
denigrate longstanding television industry norms. This is especially clear in reference to
the Nielsen ratings system. For example, in 2013, Sarandos told reporters, ‘Overnight
ratings work against quality on television. That’s why I don’t want to adopt the one convention that I think is anti-quality’ (Chmielewski, 2013). He made similar comments a
year later saying, ‘Maybe it has been necessary for the business of entertainment, but it’s
been terrible for the creative side of television’ (Gardner, 2014). In response to industry
calls for greater transparency, Sarandos made the same point in 2016 saying:
If we turn it into a weekly arms race by doing box scores of every live-plus-3 or live-plus-7, I
think it’s going to have the same result that it has for television, which has been remarkably
negative in terms of the quality of shows. (Villarreal, 2016)

Of course, anti-ratings discourse is hardly new. In 2005, for example, HBO’s then-CEO
Chris Albrecht observed, ‘Other networks aim to make things popular and then maybe
work on making them good. We [at HBO] say, “We gotta [sic] be good, and wouldn’t it
be nice if it were popular”’ (Andersen, 2005). Yet, what separates Netflix’s statements
about Nielsen ratings from earlier industry criticism is the totality of the critique.
In contrast with Sarandos’ concerns regarding the quality of television content, other
executives claim the demographic categories that serve as the basis of the ratings system
have little value. Describing the platform’s ‘mountain of data’, Todd Yellin, VP of product innovation notes, ‘That mountain is composed of two things. Garbage is 99 percent
of that mountain. Gold is one percent . . . Geography, age, and gender? We put that in the
garbage heap. Where you live is not that important’ (Barrett, 2016). In addition to criticizing the industry’s reliance on ratings data, Netflix has also criticized Nielsen directly.
In 2017, the ratings giant began producing ratings for streaming content without Netflix’s
participation and shortly thereafter publicly announced some viewing estimates related
to the second season of Stranger Things (2016–) (Maglio, 2017). A spokesperson for the
streaming platform responded:
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Nielsen only measures a fraction of [Netflix] members’ viewing. For example, they don’t
measure mobile viewing. Our series are global and member viewing patterns vary greatly (what
device they watch on, where they’re watching, what they are watching), making it very difficult
to model, even if they had accurate samples. (O’Reilly, 2017)

Beyond the criticism of Nielsen’s methodology, the broader criticism of audience sampling here is particularly notable. Of course, before the widespread adoption of digital
technology, sampling was the only economically feasible means of generating audience
data for the industry.
Third, Netflix also references audience data to deflect criticism. Here, the case of
Marco Polo is particularly instructive. The first ten-episode season of this big-budget
historical epic cost a reported ninety million dollars and was widely understood to reflect
Netflix’s global ambitions (Steel, 2014). Billed as the streamer’s response to the success
of HBO’s Game of Thrones (2011–2019), the show was savaged by American television
critics who found it to be a ‘disappointment’ and ‘dramatically inert’ (Genzlinger, 2014;
Van Der Werff, 2014). A month after Marco Polo’s premier and just 2 weeks after the
second season renewal was announced, CEO Reed Hastings told an interviewer the show
was ‘a massive success’ that had ‘been super popular with the audience’ (Stenovec,
2015). The second season, with a budget of more than 100 million dollars, premiered in
July 2016. Discussing Marco Polo’s performance later that year, Sarandos told an industry roundtable that the show was ‘hugely popular all throughout Asia and Europe’ (The
Hollywood Reporter, 2016). Given Netflix’s subscriber-based economic model, he
explained, the series’ lack of popularity with American audiences and its harsh reception
by television critics was ‘really irrelevant because it’s doing exactly what it was supposed to do’. In these instances, the practice of discussing but not releasing audience data
allows Netflix to deflect the criticism most networks face regarding an underperforming
big-budget project. Instead of being forced to answer for low ratings and unmet expectations, anti-transparency policies ensure that executives can claim success or redefine the
parameters of success without be challenged. Of course, claiming success and succeeding are two different things. In December 2016, Netflix canceled Marco Polo after just
two seasons taking a reported $200 million loss on the project (Goldberg, 2016).

Selective data releases and the promise of greater
transparency
Netflix publicized specific audience data related to a specific title for the first time on
December 28, 2018, after more than a decade of ignoring industry demands and refusing
to comment on press speculation. The official Twitter account for Netflix Films (@
NetflixFilm) claimed that more than forty-five million subscriber accounts viewed the
Netflix original film Bird Box (2018) during the seven days following its premier
(NetflixFilm, 2018). After initially refusing to comment on the metrics associated with
this data, the next day, a company spokesman explained that a ‘view’ of Bird Box was
defined as a subscriber account watching 70% of the total running time including credits
but that this definition was specific to this title and ‘should not be taken as a metric for
all Netflix content’ (Spangler, 2018). The reasons behind the company’s decision to
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publish viewership numbers for this particular film and the decision to begin selective
data releases more broadly was never disclosed. Nonetheless, it seems likely that the
decision to first publish audience data to demonstrate the popularity an original film
rather than a television series was related to the consistently poor reviews Netflix films
had received from critics.
Less than a month later, in January 2019, the company publicized ‘original’ series
viewership data for the first time. In the quarterly shareholder letter, Netflix estimated
that the recently launched series You (2018–) and Sex Education (2019–) were both on
pace to be seen by more than forty million households during the first 4 weeks following
their premiere (Netflix, 2019a). According to press reports, viewership for series was
defined as a subscriber account watching at least seventy percent of a single episode of a
given show (Porter, 2019a). As surprising as the disclosure of viewing data was, the
company’s justification for doing so was perhaps more surprising. In an interview following the earnings report, Sarandos explained the company’s decision to disclose viewing data in traditional industry terms. Claiming this audience data as ‘cultural metrics’,
he asserted that eighty million Netflix views ‘means exactly the same thing as eighty
million plus people buying a movie ticket to seeing it or eighty million households
watching a TV show’ (Netflix Investor Relations, 2019). For subscribers, he continued,
this data tells them that they are ‘in the zeitgeist . . . watching the programming that the
rest of the world is loving at the same time’. Given the platform’s brand identity grounded
in around individualized viewing experiences and more than a decade of insistence that
streaming data bore no relation to television ratings, Sarandos’ references to collective
audience experience and traditional industry metrics of success represents a significant
departure for Netflix.
Nonetheless, the television industry’s response to Netflix’s newfound willingness to
publicize audience data was highly critical. At the Television Critics Association winter
press tour, FX CEO John Landgraf told reporters, ‘Netflix is not telling you the full story’
(De Moraes, 2019). In particular, he took exception to Netflix’s methodology noting that
the company did not use the industry standard of average audience measurement which
would have provided an ‘an apples to apples comparison of viewership’. Instead,
Landgraf claimed, Netflix publicized grossly inflated viewership numbers for You and
Sex Education with the goal of presenting the service’s original content as significantly
more popular than it is. He also accused Netflix of inflating perceptions of overall viewership overall by ‘reporting their singles like home runs’. In the months and years that
followed, Landgraf’s claims regarding Netflix’s use of selective data release to increase
public perception of the service’s popularity became common wisdom within the industry, the trade press, and even the popular press.
Several months later, Netflix executives began promising more transparency. In April
2019, Sarandos told investors that the company planned to begin releasing ‘more specific
and granular data’ with the goal of becoming ‘more fully transparent about what people
are watching on Netflix around the world’ (Alexander, 2019). At the same time, the company announced plans to test a new ‘Top 10’ feature that would allow subscribers to see
which shows and movies were currently the most popular across the service. In July, as
the platform announced that 40.7 million member accounts had watched at least part of
Stranger Things’ third season using the same methodology as earlier in the year (Porter,
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2019b). In October, Netflix released lists of its most viewed movies and series for the
previous twelve months (Koblin, 2019). The same month, a letter dated to the previous
July became public in which Netflix (2019b) told a UK parliamentary committee,
‘Transparency is important to us . . . To this end we recently began to share metrics more
consistently with UK directors and producers about their individual shows and films’. In
addition to the previously publicized seventy percent metric, the letter mentions two not
previously public metrics: ‘starters’ and ‘completers’. Starters are defined as households
that watch 2 minutes of a film or one episode. Completers include households that watch
ninety percent of a film or season of a series during the first 7 and 28 days it is available.
Netflix claimed that these ‘two metrics will give our creative partners a broader understanding of how members engage with their title from start to finish’. Yet, no substantive
audience data was included in the letter. In December, executives were still promising
more transparency. At an industry event, Scott Stuber, the head of original films at
Netflix, told reporters, ‘You’ll see more numbers from us, more transparency, more articulation of what’s working and not . . . So, we’re definitely headed in that direction as a
company’ (Vary, 2019).
However, the promised transparency had not materialized as 2019 ended. Instead,
Netflix released a single year-end top ten list including both shows and movies produced
with a new metric for audience size. According to this new definition, viewership is ‘the
number of accounts choosing to watch at least two minutes of a series, movie or special
during its first 28 days on Netflix in 2019’ (Patches, 2019). The company explained that
this new metric is ‘a far more pure way to measure popularity rather than 70% metric
we’ve used in the past (which discriminates against longer form content)’. Purity aside,
less than a month later, Netflix disclosed the practical benefits of the new 2-minute view.
As the company explained in its quarterly letter to shareholders, ‘The new metric is
about 35% higher on average than the prior metric. For example, 45 [million] member
households chose to watch Our Planet [(2019)] under the new metric vs. 33 [million]
under the prior metric’ (Netflix, 2020). Not surprisingly, the industry’s response was
again highly critical. One unnamed network executive told The Hollywood Reporter that
this move is ‘obviously to goose [Netflix’s] numbers’ while another wondered why a
company like Netflix ‘who trades in “viewership” isn’t held to the same standard of
independent verification as the rest of us’ (Porter, 2020). This criticism had no discernable impact and, in February 2020, Netflix introduced a new daily top-ten feature on its
user interface which allows subscribers to see that day’s most popular content in their
country. Yet, a ranked list of the most watched titles on a given day provides very little
information without knowledge of the differences related to each title and the overall
percentage of viewing represented. As such, it seems that Netflix publicizes approximately the same amount of substantive audience data through selective releases as it did
when the company refused to publicly comment on viewing numbers.

Conclusion
Using the framework of media industry studies, this article examines industrial discourses related to Netflix’s audience data under conditions shaped by the company’s
anti-transparency policy. Until late-2018, executives used discussions of proprietary
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audience data to position the platform outside of the traditional television industry, to
critique traditional industry players, and to deflect criticism. During this period, the company presented the popularity of its original series as axiomatic. As Sarandos explained
in 2014, ‘You know in the culture that Orange Is The New Black [(2013-2019)] and
House Of Cards are enormous hits’ (Patten, 2014). This discourse, enabled by the platform’s subscriber-based revenue model, supported Netflix’s broader efforts to position
streaming as linear television’s inevitable replacement. Although these dynamics remain
largely unchanged, by early 2019, selective releases of audience data for what are presumably the service’s most popular series became standard practice. Although Hastings
has described this willingness to publicize any data as part of the company’s efforts to
‘grow up a little’ (Goldbart, 2019), Netflix’s use of non-standard metrics remains a point
of contention within the industry. Setting aside questions of whether selective data
releases represent a move toward meaningful transparency (they don’t), this research has
several significant implications for scholars concerned with video streaming services.
First, what Netflix says and doesn’t say about its audience data and ratings more generally must be understood within the context of the television industry. Even as the company seeks to position itself as an outsider, its executives work to promote the company
as a streaming television platform and television content producer. In this sense, changes
within Netflix’s public discussions of its audience data are indicative of the company’s
continuing to desire to have it both ways: be recognized as a significant player in the
traditional television industry while maintaining the ability to eschew any traditional
industry norms deemed inconvenient. Of course, this dynamic extends to issues beyond
audience data. When facing criticism for cancelling nearly twenty shows featuring leads
that were female, a person of color, or a member of the LGBTQ+ community, Netflix
relied on a similar rhetorical strategy. Defending the company’s programming decisions
at an industry panel, Bela Bajaria, Global Head of TV, claimed that the large number of
first season cancellations is misleads as continuing series ‘have a renewal rate of 67%,
which is industry standard’ (White, 2020). Yet at the same panel, Sarandos positioned
Netflix outside of the traditional industry asserting that the company’s recent cancelations were incorrectly ‘measured against the old way of doing things’. In this instance,
however, Netflix’s claims can be verified as renewals and cancellations are public. By
contrast, the platform’s audience data remains proprietary allowing the company to redefine successful television on their own terms.
Second, the industrial discourse related to Netflix’s audience data is of course situated
within the broader transitions from old media to new media defined by ongoing negotiations between established and emerging practices. Needless to say, Netflix is not the only
firm managing the tensions between old and new media. As conglomerate-backed video
streaming services like Disney+ and HBO Max attempt to catch up with Netflix both in
terms of subscribers and cultural influence, it seems likely that discussions of audience data
will become more common without necessarily becoming more substantive. In October
2020, for example, Amazon claimed that ‘tens of millions’ of viewers watched Sacha
Baron Cohen’s comedy Borat Subsequent Moviefilm over the course of its opening weekend (Spangler, 2020). Such vague claims are certainly not limited to global streaming services. In December 2020, Movistar+, the most popular SVOD in the Spanish market
which is a subsidiary of the country’s dominant pay-television provider (Wayne and Castro,
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2020), announced that the film While the War Goes On was the service’s most watched
movie of the year (Cine & Tele, 2020). Coincidentally, this particular title happens to be the
platform’s first original film. Given the different content libraries and target audiences of
global and national streaming platforms, it is possible that each might well come to conceptualize success and discuss popularity in distinctive ways.
Third, this research highlights the ways in which Netflix’s public discussions of its
audience data further limit possibilities for collective understandings of popular television in the age of streaming. The company’s anti-transparency policies ensure that connections between popularity and viewer behavior are articulated on its own terms. Netflix
content is popular because Netflix says so. For observers inside and outside of the industry interested in a better quantitative understanding of the global SVOD audiences, these
policies are particularly frustrating. Executives, if they were willing, could provide much
more substantive information regarding subscribers and their viewing behavior. If, however, one seeks to develop a qualitative understanding of Netflix audiences and their
relationships with specific original series, then the situation is more complicated. Like
traditional television institutions, Netflix continues to face the problem that the ‘television audience’ is a fictional construct that will always refuse definitive representation,
discursively or otherwise. From this perspective, the industrial discourses surrounding
SVOD audience data are not merely a restatement of conventional industry wisdom.
They are a re-articulation of industry lore ‘within the slippery mediated terrain of postnetwork television and digital distribution’ (Burroughs, 2019: 4). As such, even substantive and sustained data transparency could not meaningful address ‘the profound,
structural uncertainty about the audience’ which Ang (1991) characterizes as ‘the core
predicament of the television industry’ (43).
Looking ahead, it seems likely that the industry discourses related to SVOD audience
data will continue to reflect and rely upon anti-transparency policies. It is difficult to
imagine how market dynamics might develop in ways that will incentivize data transparency for subscriber-supported platforms. For Netflix, Disney+, HBO Max, and others,
the ability to claim that some series is popular and have those claims go unchallenged is
a mechanism of generating value in multiple contexts. As marketing, the perception that
a service is the exclusive home to popular content drives subscriber acquisition. Similarly,
the absence of standardized audience metrics allows each SVOD to define popularity in
the most advantageous terms which, as Netflix has shown, becomes a useful means of
demonstrating value to shareholders and others in the investor classes. However these
companies come to use selective data releases for their own ends, these industrial practices will certainly challenge the dominant conception of popular television based in the
idea that popularity is a function of audience size. Yet, there is little reason to approach
the increasingly unknowable realities of popular television as a radical break from the
past. As Katz (1996) observed nearly 25 years ago, ‘With the rapid multiplication of
channels, television has all but ceased to function as a shared public space’ (22). The US
commercial television industry has never been interested in accurate and transparent
audience data for itself or the public. To whatever degree the Nielsen ratings system
effectively provided a shared currency for the television industry, it provided the public
with an inaccurate image of American audiences as the company ignored many wellknown inadequacies ranging from methodological problems associated with time diaries
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to the practice of under-sampling viewers of color. Along these lines, future television
industry scholarship can mostly usefully address the streaming age by seeking to understand contemporary practices and discourses as both extensions of and points of rupture
with the medium’s past.
It would, however, be premature to assume that this state of affairs is a fait accompli.
As streaming television diversifies, this emerging reality where the idea of popular television, divorced from actual viewer behavior, functions as a marketing ploy or is produced with gameable metrics to satisfy investors might well be limited to the largest
services in the SVOD market. In 2020, for example, three services (Izzy, ChaiFlicks, and
Jewzy) entered the SVOD market targeting audiences interested in Jewish/Israeli film
and television content. For niche services such as these attempting to build their subscriber base from the same potential audience, the benefits of substantive data transparency could be significant in relation to brand differentiation, content acquisition, and
efforts to raise capital. Furthermore, the streaming market is no longer exclusively populated by services using subscriber-supported economic models. Amazon’s investments in
IMDb TV, the company’s no-cost advertiser-supported video on-demand (AVOD) service (initially branded as Freedive), reflect growing efforts to attract the advertising
budgets once committed to linear television. For AVODs like the Roku Channel, Peacock,
Pluto, Tubi, and Crackle, the relationship between dollars and eyeballs will likely be
more straightforward than it is for SVODs. Ultimately, understanding the role of streaming audience data in this increasingly complex landscape will necessitate that scholars
broaden their focus beyond the largest and most familiar platforms to begin addressing
the many emerging realities of ‘popular’ television.
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